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ABSTRACT 

Three-dimensional surface recovery based on a pair of stereoscopic images is a 

very well-known ill-posed problem with solutions depending mainly on the correct 

measures of the shifts between corresponding points (disparities) in the images acquired 

by a known imaging system. Noise, occlusions, and distortion present in the pair of 

images make the task of finding precise disparities difficult and very time consuming. 

This work presents a three-dimensional surface restoration method based on the 

recovery of the optimum surface within a 3-D cross-correlation coefficient volume via a 

two-stage dynamic programming technique. This procedure is applied to a set of optic 

nerve head (ONH) images, which are used for finding clinical measures of progression of 

glaucoma. Registration of these types of images is performed through a two-step coarse-

to-fine procedure using power cepstrum and cross-correlation operations, while a local 

registration based on the weighted mean of second-degree polynomials is used for image 

fitting. 

Variations in topography of the ONH can be measured through cup-to-disc ratios 

which are computed from the 3-D surface generated from longitudinal stereo disc 

photographs of glaucoma patients spanning several years. These computer-generated 

measures of cup-to-disc volume ratios correlate well with the traditional stereo cup-to-

disc ratios manually computed from clinical interpretations. 

Such algorithmic approach to semi-automated computation of cup-to-disc volume 

ratios may potentially provide a more precise and repeatable measure of progression of 

glaucoma than the existing clinical measures. Moreover, the 3-D surface recovery 

technique developed in this thesis may provide a general technique for visualizing 3-D 

objects in a natural scene. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Statement of the problem 

1.1.1 Motivation 

The development of automated 3-D rendering of real world objects is one of the 

main goals of computer vision. A common approach for extracting such information from 

intensity images consists of acquiring a pair of images (stereoscopic images) using two 

cameras displaced from each other by a known distance. Using this method it is possible 

to calculate the distance of multiple points in the scene relative to the position of the 

camera. One of the useful applications for this is the recovery of the topology of certain 

retinal structures given a pair of stereoscopic fundus photographs. The optic nerve head 

(ONH) appearance has been used by ophthalmologists for more than 150 years to assess 

the status of glaucoma. However, the current interpretation of the ONH is mostly 

subjective, so there is a wide variation between observers, and even by the same observer 

in different examinations [1,2]. Although the clinician's judgment is still necessary to 

diagnose the degree of progression of this illness, many other parameters can be used to 

help the diagnosis. Stereoscopic ONH photography is one of the simplest methods used 

and its utility is very high. The cost of this technique is relatively low and it has the 

advantage of providing a permanent record of the ONH appearance for further follow-up 

studies. Although other expensive imaging modalities exist, the primary evaluation of the 

ONH is based on qualitative interpretation by the clinician. Other parameters (such as, 

intraocular pressure and visual field performance) may offer additional diagnostic 

information, but they are not reliable indicators of the presence or severity of the disease. 

Therefore it is imperative that objective tools be developed to diagnose the disease and 

detect its progression at the earliest possible point. 



1.1.2 Objectives 

The main objecfive is to develop an automatic three-dimensional rendering of real 

worid objects based on two stereoscopic intensity images. Attempts to show an 

application of the potential of this approach in reducing the inter- and intra-observer 

variability inherent to the ophthalmologist's evaluation of the ONH are made. This will 

be achieved through the cup-to-disc volume rafios measured from the 3-D reconstruction 

of the ONH. A quantitative analysis in longitudinal studies is expected to correlate well 

with results produced manually by ophthalmologists. This work is also focused on the 

search for an alternative standard for objective diagnostic and quantitative measures for 

the progression of glaucoma. 

1.2 Previous work 

Detecting conjugate pairs in stereo images has been an extremely challenging 

research problem. The vast majority of the disparity search algorithms assume that the 

conjugate points lie on the same horizontal line (epipolar line). This is achieved by the 

vertical registration procedure applied to the images. Generally before vertical 

compensation an overall registration must be performed. Lucas and Kanade [3] show an 

iterative method for rigid registration of binocular stereo images. The algorithm requires 

that misalignments between both images are small from the beginning. Their registration 

approach uses the spatial intensity gradient of the images to get disparities between them. 

These disparities are averaged and weighted in order to get a single disparity. Then the 

process is repeated again while updating the disparity at each step. This type of Newton-

Raphson iteration tends to converge to the most accurate disparity. The convergence of 

this algorithm can be improved by searching into low resolution smoothed versions of the 

images first, and then searching into higher resolution images to refine the match. 

Fourier registration methods are suitable for small translations, rotations, or scale 

changes, as is reviewed by Brown [4]. These methods include phase correlation (relies on 

the translation property of the Fourier transform) to find translation, polar coordinate 

mapping of the cross power spectrum as a function of the rotation angle estimate to find 



rotation, and power cepstrum to find translation differences. Dah-Jye Lee et al. [5] use 

this previously mentioned signal-processing-based technique called power cepstrum to 

achieve rigid registration. This method first simplifies the images by choosing a region of 

interest of the same size in both images, computes new intensity values according to the 

average intensity difference between them, converts images to binary, and finally applies 

a Sobel edge operator to the images. After simplification, rotation differences are found 

by using the shift-invariant property of the Fourier transform. The translation is 

compensated by using the 2-D power cepstrum, which is a symmetric operation about the 

origin that reflects the amount of translafion between both images. This approach will be 

useful later. Once rigid body registration is accomplished, some correction for the vertical 

axis is necessary. In his work, Papadimitriou [6] corrects vertical misalignments in 

binocular stereo images by localizing feature points using a modified version of the 

Forstner's interest operator. These points are matched by searching a given area, using 

the zero mean normalized cross-correlation coefficient. Correspondences are used to 

derive only the vertical coordinate of disparity as a function of both images by solving a 

system of linear equations. Finally, the images are resampled by a 1-D interpolation 

procedure so that they become vertically aligned. 

In [7], Berestov tries to recover the topography of the retina based on a binocular 

vision system. He describes a method to make epipolar lines coincident in both fundus 

color images. A search for disparities via a classical correlation technique (exhaustive 

search within a certain area using the correlation coefficient as the similarity measure) is 

applied to every color channel along several columns at the left and right boundaries of 

the stereo images. The same procedure is performed in the next pair of images. Only the 

same matching points will be kept between the first and second pairs. After some images 

have been processed, only certain matches will be common to all. These disparities are 

used to calculate a linear function (a line) between each column for which valid 

disparities were found. Finally, the vertical misalignments are compensated by mapping 

all pixels falling on the calculated line to a horizontal row in the image. This is done 

through a linear interpolation between the values of the nearest pixels. The correction 



applies to the three color channels. There is a significant amount of literature on disparity 

search algorithms for binocular vision systems assuming previous registrafion of the 

images (epipolar lines from both images are coincident). 

Hoff [8] argues that feature matching, contour detecfion and surface interpolation 

should be integrated into a single process. The process follows a hierarchical 

mulfiresolufion structure, which begins by subsampling the original image as the first 

coarseness level. After features are extracted via zero-crossings from a Laplacian of 

Gaussian operator, the possible point matches are fit into a planar surface patch. These 

planar patches represent a rough approximation to the actual disparity. From there, 

quadratic surface patches containing the most points from the planar patches are kept. 

Occlusions and ridge contours are found by fitting a circular planar patch which is 

divided into two halves, each one of them concurring at a ridge (diameter). If the 

semicircles differ in depth or orientation (this last feature defined by a path perpendicular 

to the diameter) by more than a fixed threshold, there is evidence of occluding or ridge 

edges in the vicinity. To yield a piecewise smooth surface, regions are interpolated away 

from contours and ridges. The process is repeated again for a different resolution of the 

original images (second coarseness level) and the operator's mask is doubled in size to 

get smoother results and zero-crossings. From the previous coarseness level, it is possible 

to predict where matches will occur in the next level. 

Zitnick and Kanade [9] introduce a modification to the original work published by 

Marr and Poggio in 1976 [10]. Zitnick's approach uses two assumptions: confinuity and 

uniqueness (that is: neighboring disparities should not have abrupt changes, and only one 

pixel in the left image has correspondence with the right image and vice versa). This 

volumetric method is based on an array (in the disparity space) formed by voxels having 

row, column, and disparity as dimensions (r, c, d). Each voxel has a projection to the 

pixel in the left image (r, c) and to the pixel at the right image (r, c+d). The continuity 

constraint implies that neighboring voxels should have similar matching values (whatever 

the similarity measure is). Averaging of these values is proposed to increase consistency. 

Marr and Poggio suggested a flat region (d constant) for averaging the match values. 



However, Zitnick's work uses a 3-D box-shaped region of fixed dimensions to obtain an 

average of the voxel match values inside it. This enforces continuity. Then, to apply the 

uniqueness constraint also, the accumulation of the sum of all voxel match values (within 

the box region) projecting to the same pixels in the left image (r, c) or the same pixels in 

the right image (r, c+d), is used as the denominator for the average. The resulting value is 

increased by a fixed value exponent (greater than one). Initial match values at each 

disparity are found via intensity correlation. Since averaging might over-smooth 

disparities (thus losing details), the author restricts the average by multiplying it by its 

initial value previously calculated. Finally, the match value is updated and the whole 

process is repeated again until the value converges for that specific pixel. The fixed 

exponent is a parameter used to accelerate convergence and also allow the match values 

to be affected for several iterafions. This process is applied to all pixels in the reference 

image. The disparity map is found by taking the disparity of the element with the 

maximum match value for each pixel. If even the maximum value is below some fixed 

threshold, that disparity is classified as occluded. 

Other authors [11] suggest statistical approaches to find disparities and 

occlusions. A Bayesian classifier is used to discriminate between pixels with valid 

disparity and pixels considered occluded. In this kind of classifiers, the critical issue 

consists of finding the p.d.f (probability distribution function) to obtain the cost function 

for the respective classes. This cost function is also dependent on the a priori probability 

of both hypotheses, and the weights deciding that one hypothesis is true, while the correct 

decision is the other hypothesis. The a priori probabilifies and the weights are given 

(weights are selected to be for a maximum a posteriori probability, MAP, test) already. 

The hypothesis of the true disparity pixels is based on a single pixel intensity difference 

measurement with Gaussian noise included. The occlusion hypothesis is based on the 

intensity histograms of strips of pixels inside and outside the boundary of the primary 

object present in the stereo pair. This becomes also a segmentation problem that is solved 

using the snake models (acfive contours) in a later approach by the same author in his 

work [12]. Initial rough knowledge about the object to be segmented is needed in order 



for the snake to perform a good segmentation that corresponds to the object causing edge 

occlusion in the images. More about this work can also be found in [13]. 

In ophthalmology many other important efforts have been made in the past fifty 

years to yield an eariy reliable detection technique for glaucoma. However, the greatest 

advances were achieved only in the past five to ten years. Besides the stereoscopic optic 

nerve head photography (ONHP), there are a number of advanced imaging devices that 

have been developed in the nineties, namely confocal scanning laser ophthalmoscopy 

(CSLO), optical coherence tomography (OCT) and Heidelberg retina tomography (HRT). 

These are very powerful tools to diagnose and monitor glaucoma. Even though there are 

a lot of sophisticated quantitative methods available, there are also studies [14] that show 

that these are no better than qualitative assessment of disc ONHPs by experienced 

observers at distinguishing normal eyes from those with eariy to moderate glaucoma. 

One of the earliest ONH analyzers that captured and processed stereo images was 

the Topcon IS2000 Image Analyzer developed in 1987 by Varma [15]. The device was 

found to have moderate agreement with the clinicians in estimating cup-to-disc ratios due 

to different values used for demarcating the optic cup. Glaucoma-scope was another 

analyzer based on computer raster stereography [16]. Based on the deflections of 

equidistant parallel lines projected onto the disc, the depth and volume of the papillary 

excavafion could be calculated. Glaucoma-scope achieved 90% specificity and 91% 

sensifivity in identifying glaucoma from normal patients. Limitations were demonstrated 

when 14% of the 336 cases studied could not be imaged due to factors like cataracts, 

pseudophakia and aphakia. 

A 1999 paper by Ramirez et al. [ 17] describes their earlier development of a 

system [29, 30] for surface recovery and visualization of the three-dimensional 

topography of the ONH using cepstrum transformation to find disparities between 

correspondent windows of different sizes in a hierarchical coarse-to-fine search. The 

problem of registration is addressed by polynomial fitting interpolation using a second 

degree polynomial as described by D. J. Lee et al. in [18, 32]. D. J. Lee proposes an 

algorithm for 3-D representation extracted from sequenced biomedical images. He uses a 



sequence of nine images for surface recovery. Some advantages of the algorithm include 

reduction of the occlusion problem due to the choice of the center image of the sequence 

as the reference image, a more accurate disparity searching method due to the use of 

features to find coarse disparities and the use of gray level regions to find the finest 

disparities. 

1.3 Proposed approach 

This work intends to recover the surface of 3-D objects from stereoscopic image 

pairs. A non-convergent system is assumed, so disparities between images are inversely 

proportional to actual depths of the object. Several stages are involved in this, from 

preprocessing and initial registration of the stereo pair, to disparity finding and 

interpolation of the sparse disparity maps. 

The registration process is based on two steps. The first consists of a rigid body 

registration that uses the power cepstrum and the cross-correlation coefficient as 

matching techniques. The second step is a locally weighted polynomial interpolation used 

to warp the images to ensure that epipolar lines are coincident in both images. 

Corresponding features are located along the same row in both images. To achieve this 

second step, corresponding control points must be found in both images. A combination 

of the power cepstrum and the cross-correlation is used to find these points accurately. 

The interpolation performed on the images is local in the sense that for the current control 

point transformation, its nearest neighbors will be more heavily weighted than the ones 

farther away. 

The technique to find disparities uses only the zero-mean normalized cross-

correlation coefficient (ZNCC) as the similarity measure to find correspondences and is 

explained in Chapter 2 in detail. The search follows a pyramidal structure that 

systematically compensates the disparities while reducing the size of the search region 

from level to level. The matching technique calculates a volume formed by the cross-

correlation coefficients found at a given level of the pyramid. The dimensions of the 

coefficient cube are row (r), column (c) and disparity (d). From this volume, another 
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array is calculated that contains the accumulated values of the maximum cross-

correlafion coefficients by slicing the volume in 2-D matrices of dimension (d, c) from 

top to bottom. Starting from the bottom slice of the array just calculated, the path whose 

element summation gives the maximum value is found. Dynamic programming 

techniques are used to find this path for computafional efficiency. When all paths are 

concatenated, a maximum surface is found (in the sense that it is formed by the shortest 

paths along which the summafion is maximum). The disparity map is easily extracted 

from this surface. Finally, a cubic B-spline interpolation is applied to the resulfing map. 

When this algorithm is applied to ONH images, a rough topography of the cup 

and disc is recovered. The cup and the disc are two very important structures in the ONH, 

used by ophthalmologists to monitor glaucoma progression. This approach obtains cup 

and disc segmentations, based on the iso-disparity contours extracted from the smoothed 

version of the disparity map. From these contours, ratios like the area cup/disc ratio or the 

volume cup/disc ratio are obtained. When a patient has glaucoma, these ratios tend to 

increase as time progresses. Since longitudinal studies of glaucoma patients spanning 

several years are available, the ratios obtained by the iso-disparity contours can be 

compared with the ratios from the ophthalmologist's manual segmentation to determine 

whether a possible correlation exists between them. Figure 1.1 shows a block diagram 

with the overall approach proposed when applied to ONH images. 
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Figure 1.1 An overall diagram of the proposed approach 

1.4 Organization of the thesis 

Chapter 1 reviews other approaches that have been applied to the binocular 

stereovision matching problem and briefly outlines the proposed approach. The 

contributions of the proposed approach to the detection of early glaucoma are also 

explained. Chapter 2 describes the details of the implementation and the methodology 

used for registration of images and the disparity search technique applied. In Chapter 3, 

experimental results are given. Accuracy tests and the sensitivity of this technique to 

misregistration and noise are shown. Experiments on ONH images also are given along 

with trends of cup-to-disc volume ratios to show the potential of this approach to monitor 

progression and detecfion of glaucoma. Chapter 4 outlines conclusions and further 

research issues. 



CHAPTER II 

SURFACE RECOVERY VIA POWER CEPSTRUM 

AND CROSS-CORRELATION 

2.1 Two simple models for stereo vision systems 

Given multiple views (images) from slightly different positions of the same real 

world scene, its three-dimensional (3-D) position can be calculated. This technique is 

called "stereo vision" (literally "solid vision") which designates the process of combining 

multiple images to extract the geometric data of the 3-D world. The simplest system is 

the one that only uses two views (binocular stereo vision system). The way man and 

animals see depth is by combining only two images (biological solution to the binocular 

stereo problem). The binocular vision system does not need any special equipment which 

may be one of the reasons why the study of stereo vision began earlier than other ranging 

methods. 

Figure 2.1 Geometry of binocular stereo vision system 
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2.1.1 Binocular stereo vision model 

Let us assume that two cameras with the same focal length (f) are placed with a 

fixed distance (baseline B) between their lenses centers (Oi and O2). A real world scene 

has the coordinate system defined by (X, Y, Z) whose origin is exactly in the middle of 

the two cameras. This coordinate system is chosen so the Z axis bisects the angle between 

Zi and Z2 coordinates. (Xi, Yi, Zi) and (X2, Y2, Z2) represent the camera coordinate 

systems. Figure 2.1 shows this geometry. Yi and Y2 are perpendicular to the figure plane. 

The equations that describe this geometry are given by [19]: 

^X,^ 

Y, 

V ' / 

(X2 

Y2 

/̂  cos6> 0 sin<9YX + B/2- f s in6>^ 

0 1 0 

- s i n ^ 0 cos^ 
A 

Y 

Z 

(2.1) 

/'cos<9 0 - s i n 6 > Y X - B / 2 + fsine^^i 

0 1 0 

sin^ 0 cos^ 
A 

Y 

Z 

(2.2) 

Each real worid point projects a point on each one of the two images. Let the 

projected point on the first image have coordinates (xi,yi). For the second image, assume 

the coordinates of the projected point are (X2,y2). The relationship of the image plane 

coordinates and the camera coordinates is: 

^ - /(f-Zi) 
for i = 1,2. (2.3) 

Here, xj, yi are projecfions of the worid point X, Y, Z onto the Xj, Yi, Z* axes, 

respecfively. If the corresponding points (xi,yi) and (X2,y2) are known, the three-

dimensional posifion of the real worid point can be derived from equations 2.1, 2.2, and 
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2.3. However, note that there are nine variables and ten equations. This arises because of 

the extra constraint that has to do with epipolar lines between images. The plane formed 

by both camera centers and the real world point being examined form a plane. This plane 

is called epipolar plane. The intersection of this plane with the image planes forms the 

epipolar lines. When both image planes are co-planar (0 = 0), the epipolar lines for every 

real world point will be coincident from one image to the other. However, when 0 > 0, 

the epipolar lines are not always coincident from one image plane to the other and are not 

parallel for all real world points. The analytical solution of this system of equations is 

complex, so for simplicity it is assumed 6 = 0, which is the case for a non-convergent 

vision system. In practice, 0 is very small for stereo fundus photography, so cos(6) = 1 

and sin(0) = 0. This yields to Zi =Z2^Zand Y, =Y2 = Yin equations 2.1 and 2.2. Thus 

combining Xi and X2 from equafions 2.1 and 2.2 with top equation 2.3, the depth 

formulation is found by: 

( f - Z ) = ^ (2.4) 

2.1.2 Non-convergent binocular model 

Some works like [18, 22, 32] assume that the focal points are located in front of 

the image planes (instead of behind, as in Figure 2.1). If this is true, using triangle 

similarity, it is possible to arrive to the next equafion (for details, see [18]): 

Equafion 2.5 has its reference coordinate system with the origin located in the 

middle of the two focal points. But in this case, the focal points are in front of the image 

planes as shown in Figure 2.2 
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Figure 2.2 Non-convergent stereo imaging system 

The focal length (/) and baseline (B) are fixed parameters, so depth is inversely 

proportional to (xi - X2). This difference of horizontal points (x coordinates) in the two 

images is called disparity. Note that the subtraction of the world point horizontal 

coordinates is B. Figure 2.2 illustrates the geometry for cameras with parallel optical axis 

(non-convergent vision system). Equation 2.5 and Figure 2.2 are adopted in this work. 

2.2 Correspondence problem 

The correspondence problem can be summarized by describing the following 

task. For each point in the left image, find the corresponding point in the right image. 

This is equivalent to finding features in the two images that are projections of the same 

object in the 3-D world. However, to determine whether two points are a conjugate pair, 

it is necessary to measure the similarity between those pixels. The point (pixel) to be 

matched should be significantly different from surrounding pixels to avoid ambiguity in 

the matching process. Thus it is a usual task to find matchable features before the stereo 
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matching process takes place. Since the process of finding disparities is the most 

computational exhaustive and critical part needed to find depth, generally some useful 

constraints are applied to ensure smoothness, accuracy and less computation time. Marr 

and Poggio [10] suggested the uniqueness and continuity global constraints to reduce 

complexity and obtain coherent disparity maps. The uniqueness constraint consists of 

finding one and only one match within the image for each one of the matchable points in 

the other image. The continuity constraint assumes that neighboring points should have 

similar values of disparities (this is not valid of course at ridges and edges). Another 

constraint used often is the order condition. This assumes the preservafion of the order of 

corresponding points along the two epipolar lines of the image planes. This condition is 

very severe and is often violated in indoor scenes. For this work only continuity and 

uniqueness constraints are used. 

2.2.1 Power cepstrum based stereo correspondence method 

The power cepstrum was first described in 1962 by Bogert [33]. This technique is 

fundamentally used for analysis of 1 -D signals containing echoes. Work intended to find 

disparities in images using the 1-D cepstrum has been done, but the technique is 

extremely exhaustive and time consuming [20]. However, the power cepstrum has been 

extended to 2-D signals [4,5] and has been used to detect translation in the spatial domain 

of images. The power cepstrum P is defined as in [17]: 

p[/(A-,>')]-F(ln{|F[/(x,v)]|'}) (2.6) 

F represents the Fourier transform operation and ln{.} stands for natural 

logarithm function. Let w(x,y) be the reference image, w(x+xo,y+yo) be the shifted image 

and i(x,v) = w(x,y) + w(x+xo,y+yo). then the power cepstrum of the sum of both images 

is given as: 
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P[i{x,y)\ = P[w{x,y)]+ASix,y) + BSix±x„y±v,) + CS{x±2x„y±2y,) + ... . (2.7) 

Here, S(x,y) is the Kronecker delta, and A, B, C are the first three coefficients for 

this power cepstrum series expansion [17]. Equation 2.7 shows that the displacement 

between images results in the sum of the power cepstrum of the original image w(x,y) 

plus a multitude of delta functions. Each delta is separated from the others by an integer 

multiple of the actual displacement we are looking for. In order to enhance the cepstral 

peaks, the cepstrum of the reference image must be subtracted from the cepstrum of the 

stereo pair. With this in mind, a fixed number of deltas are chosen from the resulting 

cepstrum. Each delta represents a translational shift or an integer multiple of the shift of a 

region in the shifted image from the corresponding region in the reference image. Figure 

2.3 shows a square that has been shifted four pixels down and four pixels right. Using the 

power cepstrum, it is possible to detect this shift. In Figure 2.4, the same square has been 

shifted but Gaussian noise of variance 0.001 has been added to both images. The cepstral 

peak related to the true translation is not clear any more and it becomes more difficult to 

make the decision of the correct shift. 
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Figure 2.3 Two-dimensional power cepstrum technique applied to clean images 
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Figure 2.4 Two-dimensional power cepstrum technique applied to noisy images 
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In [21], it is stated that the power cepstrum is a noise tolerant technique in 

comparison to the phase correlafion technique. Note that the cepstrum transformation is 

symmetric about the origin, so even though the magnitude of the displacement is known, 

the direction of this displacement is unknown. 

2.2.2 Cross-correlation based stereo correspondence method 

This is probably one of the most used approaches to find disparities. Cross-

correlafion for 2-D digital images is defined as [22, 31]: 

M-\N-] 

f{x,y)°g(x,y) = Y,Y,f'^^^"^Six + m,y + n). (2.8) 

In equation 2.8, the sign * denotes complex conjugate while/and g represent 

sampled functions padded with zeros until they have the size M by N. This is to avoid 

wraparound error in the periods of the correlation function. One of the principal 

applications of correlation (cross-correlation) is template matching. The problem consists 

of finding the template within a given region. This operation is similar to convolution 

with the only difference being that neither of the functions is folded about the origin. 

Thus this operation consists of sliding g(3c) hyf(x) and summing the product within a 

given range. Generally, operations in the spatial domain are computationally intensive 

and time consuming, so in this case cross-correlafion is performed in the frequency 

domain via multiplication. Figure 2.5 shows the cross-correlation technique used to find 

the translation of the square images used before. The square (as before) has a shift of four 

pixels down and to the right. The displacement is measured with respect to the origin. In 

this technique, magnitude and direction of the displacement are known. In practice, it is 

not as noise tolerant as the power cepstrum [20, 21]. 
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Figure 2.5 Cross-correlation technique used to find disparity 

Besides the cross-correlation operation, there is also a similarity measure called 

the cross-correlation coefficient. Many variations of this similarity measure have been 

used [23], but for this work the ZNCC (zero-mean normalized cross-correlation 

coefficient) is chosen. The range of ZNCC goes from -1 to +1. The closer this value is to 

+ 1, the more similar the two vectors tested are. For exactly equal vectors, ZNCC has a 

value of+ 1. The ZNCC is computed by Sun [24] as: 

ZNCC{i, J) = 
cow •j{f,g) 

(2.9) 
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where covijfflg) in equation 2.9 is defined as: 

i+K J+L 

E Z 
m=i-K n-j-L 

i+K j+L . ^ 

COV,;(/,g)= Y. YXfnur,-fi,jhnu-gij]' (2.10) 

Here,/and g are the arrays of pixels (vectors) to be tested. K and L define the 

sizes of these arrays, and the indices for the pixels within the arrays are i andy. Note that 

the array is rectangular-shaped. G(f) and G(g) are the square roots of the covariances, 

cov(f,f) and cov(g,g), respectively. 

The ZNCC, however, is a similarity measure generally applied between a 

reference window and a target window. One methodology used to find displacements 

between these windows is the following. The reference window must remain static while 

the target should be the one sliding in all directions. For each new position of the target 

with respect to the reference, the ZNCC is applied and stored. The position for which the 

highest value was stored is the displacement found. Figure 2.6 shows graphically the 

methodology to find disparities using the ZNCC similarity measure. In this case, 

however, the search is performed only in the horizontal direction for simplicity. 
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Figure 2.6 ZNCC methodology for finding displacements 

2.3 Registration methodology 

Registration is a process needed here in order to ensure the epipolar constraint 

that states that a feature in one image should be located on the same row in the other 

image. This reduces the disparity search space (consequently the searching time) 

enormously and increases the accuracy of the matching. The registration is divided 

mainly into two stages. The first stage corrects all global displacements and rotations. 

The second stage warps one image to fit the other (correcting small vertical 

misalignments not compensated previously), by selecting a set of control points and using 

an interpolation technique called local weighted mean. It is important to mention that 

horizontal disparities (according to the non-convergent binocular vision model) are 

related to depth, so it is not desirable to get rid of such shifts. Therefore, horizontal 

disparities are not compensated in the second registration stage. The next sections will 

explain further the mechanisms followed to achieve registration of stereo pairs. 
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2.3.1 Cepstrum/cross-correlation based 
global rigid registration 

This is the first stage of the selected registration approach. Note that this stage of 

registration attempts to remove all possible displacements and rotations, but as a matter 

of fact, due to lens distortions and some other factors, images are deformed and simple 

rigid body transformations are not enough to correct misalignments between images. A 

finer registration will be shown further in the second stage of this methodology. First, the 

power cepstrum is used for compensating translational differences in combination with a 

useful Fourier spectrum property to correct rotational errors that may be present in the 

stereo pair. Although cepstral filtering to find correspondence is a noise tolerant 

procedure, one should ensure that the intensity profiles of the images reflect enough 

variation for the technique to detect matches. In general, from [20], it is possible to state 

that the power cepstrum will have clear unambiguous sharp peaks (deltas) as long as the 

image bandwidth is greater than the bandwidth of the noise corrupting it. If the converse 

is true, chances are that the cepstrum will fail. In real cases, the cepstrum does not show 

only deltas related to disparity, but many other peaks instead that are due to intrinsic 

noise in the original images. The cross-correlation coefficient, however, can be used to 

make the correct decision about which cepstral position should be taken as the valid one. 

The combination of both techniques (cepstrum and cross-correlation coefficient), results 

in a very good approximation of the true displacement between both images. 

2.3.1.1 Feature extraction and preprocessing 

Even though this registration is a general process that should work on any pair of 

images, it has been customized for best performance on optic nerve head images. So from 

now on, the stages of registration are applied to ONH images. Preprocessing steps are 

explained with detail here. First, three-channel (RGB) decomposition is performed on the 

original ONH color stereo pair. Only the green channel is processed since it is the one 

that carries the most information (best contrast). The red and blue channels have low 

entropy in relation to the green channel and these therefore are discarded. Histogram 
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matching between both images at this point is applied. The image with the brightest 

intensity value is the one taken as the reference for the histogram matching. This 

correction process begins by extracting the most relevant features of the ONH (blood 

vessels) in both images. These features are extracted by subtracting a filtered version of 

the original stereo pair from the original. This can be better described by [22]: 

HighBoost = {A){Original) - Lowpass 

= (A- \)(Original) + Original - Lowpass (2.11) 

= {A- \){Original) + Highpass. 

In equation 2.11, ^ represents an amplification factor that controls the relative 

degree of edge enhancement. Lowpass, Highpass and Original stand for the low pass, 

high pass and original versions of the image, respectively. The general process of 

subtracting a lowpass image from its original image is called unsharp masking. This 

unsharp process enhances the high frequencies of the image {HighBoost). A is assumed to 

be one for convenience. 

Once the unsharping has been applied, gray-scale images are obtained. These are 

thresholded and binarized to get clearer features (blood vessels). This feature extraction 

result is used for the detection of rotations. The feature-extracted image used to detect 

translations is processed further. Since some noise inherent to the binarization procedure 

is present, multiple passes of a median filter are used to eliminate it from the images. This 

is now the feature-extracted image used for the detection of translational differences. The 

feature extraction process is shown in Figure 2.7. 
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Figure 2.7 Feature extraction process for rigid body registration 

The low pass (smoothing) filter was chosen to be a Gaussian because the same 

amount of smoothing is performed in all directions. This is desirable to enhance features 

also in all directions. The standard deviation is fixed at 10 and the size of the mask is 30 

by 30. Finally, a fixed threshold is taken to binarize the pair of images. Summarizing, the 

feature extraction process: 

1. Separate original ONH color images into RGB channels. Take only the green 

channel and discard the others. 

2. Match the histograms taking as reference the image that has the highest 

intensity value. 

3. Perform unsharp masking enhancement using a Gaussian filter as the low pass 

filter with parameter a = 10 and the size of the kernel of 30 by 30 pixels. 

4. Apply threshold for binarization. This threshold is fixed at 160 (the gray level 

range in these enhanced images goes from 0 to 255). This value 

experimentally gives the best results for most of the ONH cases. 
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5. Crop borders of the binary images to get rid of the artifacts originating in the 

filtering stage. This is the final feature image used to find rotational 

differences. 

6. Apply median filtering (4 by 4 mask) to the resulting images multiple times to 

reduce the noise present from the latter step. This is the final feature image 

used to find translational differences. 

2.3.1.2 Compensation for rotation differences 

Finding the rotation of one image with respect to the other is achieved by using an 

intrinsic property of the Fourier transform. This property is the shift invariance of the 

spectrum with respect to the spatial domain. This property means that only rotation (not 

translation) in the spatial domain is direcfiy reflected in its frequency spectrum. Thus, 

from this property, a method to find the amount of rotation needed for compensation can 

be inferred. Extracting the more important features of the images reduces the amount of 

information to be processed and increases accuracy by eliminating unrepresentative data. 

This feature extraction process is shown in Figure 2.7. 

Figure 2.8 shows how the shift invariant property of the Fourier transform is used 

to find rotafion. The sum of the absolute differences used to correct rotational differences 

is defined as: 

M-lA'-l 

sAD=Y,Y.\f(''^y'^-s(^^yi- (2.12) 
x=0 v=0 

In equafion 2.12, M and Â  represent the sizes of the images being tested. 

Functions/and g are the target and reference images. The lower the SAD is, the more 

similar/and g are. 
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Figure 2.8 Technique used for finding the rotation difference 

2.3.1.3 Compensafion for translafion differences 

Equation 2.7 shows that the displacement between images results in the sum of 

the power cepstrum of the reference image w(x,y) plus a multitude of Kronecker delta 

functions (in the cepstral domain). Each delta is separated from the others by an integer 

multiple of the actual displacement we are looking for. With this in mind, a certain 

number of the highest points (deltas) are chosen from the resulting cepstrum 

transformation. Each point represents a probable translational shift (or an integer multiple 

of the translational shift) of one image with respect to the other. All points are tested by 

cross-correlating the reference image with the other image shifted by the number of 

pixels (in the vertical and horizontal directions) indicated by the current point being 

tested. The highest ZNCC will correspond to the most probable relative translation 

between both images. Once the translation of one image with respect to the other is 

known, compensation is performed. Some cropping is necessary after compensation to 

get rid of parts with no common information. 

Figure 2.9 illustrates the process of this global rigid body registration (for rotation 

and translation) just described. It is important to mention that at the end of this 
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registration, the images must be cropped to get rid of the areas with no common 

information. 
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Figure 2.9 Global rigid body registration process 

2.3.2 Locally weighted mean interpolation registration 

This is the second stage of the whole registration process. Remember that for 

convenience and simplicity, a non-convergent vision system is used (from equations 2.1 

and 2.2, if 0 = 0, a non-convergent vision model is assumed). One of the assumptions of 

this model is that corresponding features are located on parallel epipolar lines. These 

lines coincide across the two stereoscopic images. In other words, corresponding points 

are expected to be on the same row in both images. This assumption is valid for the ONH 

images (since the camera system used to take these photographs is assumed non-
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convergent). But since distortion is present, some correction needs to be applied to 

enforce this epipolar constraint. The use of this constraint when extracting depth from 

images allows performing the disparity search only along the horizontal axis, thus 

reducing complexity and search time. Also, a good registration is crucial to obtain 

accurate disparity maps. 

At this point, images are roughly aligned with each other but there are still 

vertical shifts (associated with distortion) and horizontal shifts (associated with depth). 

However, it is desirable to correct images for distortion without losing information 

related to depth. So in this case, attempts to compensate exclusively vertical 

displacements are made. However, equations are given for both coordinates to show the 

generated theoretical background. 

For this kind of local registration, control points are needed. Control points are 

distinctive points in the image that landmark the position of features or regions. The 

objective is to use a geometric transformation to warp one image (according to the 

control points chosen) to fit the other image. These kinds of geometric transformations 

are common in computer graphics, and are often used in image analysis as well. They 

allow elimination of the geometric distortion that occurs when an image is digitally 

captured if the control points are correctly chosen. 

A geometric transformation is a vector function/that maps the pixel (x,y) to a 

new position (X,Y), see figure 2.10. Geometric transformafions are considered only in 2D, 

as this is sufficient for most digital images. 

f 

Figure 2.10 Geometric transformation function 
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There is a transformation for each coordinate: 

^ = / (A- ,V) , y = gix,y). (2.13) 

The transformation functions/and g are either known in advance (in the case of 

rotation, translation, scaling, shown before) or can be determined from known 

original/transformed images. This later case is the one that uses control points in both 

images (with known correspondences) to derive the unknown transformation. The control 

points are formed by a set of marks in the input image (input points) and a set of 

corresponding marks in the output image (base points). Usually, a geometric 

transformation follows two basic steps. The first is the calculation of the pixel coordinate 

transformation, which maps the coordinates of the input space (input points) to 

coordinates in the output space (base points). The output point coordinates are computed 

as continuous values (real numbers), so generally, the position calculated does not fall 

exactly in a discrete grid after transformation. That is why a second step is needed. The 

second step consists of finding the inverse transformation (calculated from the original 

transformation) in order to map back all discrete positions (pixel positions) in the output 

space to coordinates in the input image again. In general, these input point positions will 

not fall on the discrete raster and some kind of interpolation must be used to determine 

their brightness values. The interpolation method used is described in section 2.3.2.3. 

The transformations are usually obtained by fitting a polynomial equation for Â  

pairs of control points. The polynomial equation defined in [25] for polynomial fitting is: 

/U,v) = XZ^.^ 'v ' - \ (2.14) 

The value n represents the degree of the polynomial used for fitting. The value / is 

dependent on the chosen value ofn. 
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^ in + \){n + 2) 
^ = -:; -• (2.15) 

The r parameters ajk (and bj^) of the polynomial can be calculated by solving the 

systems of equations described in equafions 2.16. That is: 

i=ok=o 
(2.16) 

g(^,y) = ttbjk4yr'=y,-
J=Ok=0 

Xi and Yi are the base points and x, and yi are the input points. The sub index / (in 

equafions 2.16) runs from 1 to Â  (number of pairs of control points). One important 

remark on the polynomial fitting approach is that if Â  increases, the polynomial degree 

also increases. These polynomials allow a high degree of deformability so high 

fluctuations in the whole image are to be expected, which is not desirable in all 

registration cases. However, it is possible to take only the nearest neighboring points to 

form local transformations for each control point in the input image. The idea of 

weighting these neighboring points (for the local transformation) according to their 

distance from the control point being processed is also incorporated. This fitting process 

is called local weighted mean and is explained further in more detail. 

2.3.2.1 Getting control points 

To get an accurate local registration based on a polynomial fit, accuracy in 

corresponding control points is a must. The approach to find these corresponding points 

is based on three basic stages. The first is an illumination adjustment algorithm to reduce 

distinctions between both images to a minimum. The second consists of a feature 

extraction process that enhances sharp edges while smoothing flat regions in order to get 
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rid of noisy areas while preserving features of interest. The final stage is the combination 

of the three techniques previously seen to find good matches. Power cepstrum, cross-

correlation and ZNCC are all used here to find reliable matching points. 

2.3.2.1.1 Illumination adjustment. At this stage, images have been roughly 

registered, but for the case of ONH stereo pairs, the illumination in both images is still 

non-uniform and this could potentially affect the detection of true matches. According to 

[7], illumination adjustment in ONH images should be performed in a column-wise 

fashion since both the camera illumination and the shape of the eye fundus, cause 

decreasing illumination from the right side to the left side in the left image and vice versa 

(from the left side to the right side in the right image). To correct this problem, a 

stochastic approach is proposed. Each image is considered as a random variable (Xj and 

X2) and each pixel is defined as an element of the variable, respectively {xi and X2). It is 

desirable to match the expected values (\i\ and 1X2) and variances {(5\ and G2) of both 

images to some values of |i and a. Using the following linear transformation, it is 

possible to relate one image as a function of the contrast and brightness of the other. The 

transformation is defined as: 

X^=aX,+b. (2.17) 

The parameter a changes contrast while b changes brightness. In order to match 

their means, the expected value of both sides is extracted: 

E[X2] = E[aX^+b], 

E[X2] = aE[X^] + b, 

JU2 =ap^ +b, 

b = U2-^M\- (2.18) 
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Once the value of the brightness is known from equation 2.18, we can subsfitute it 

into equation 2.17 and extract the second central moment from both sides of the resulting 

equation: 

X2 = aX^ + //2 ~ ^f^\ •> 

{X2-p2)^=ClHX,-p^)\ 

E[{X 2-1^2)' 
2 17 

= a E (X\-MO-

a 
_ IEUX2-M2fl_ Wl 

E[{X,-p,)\ 
(2.19) 

1 

Now the contrast is also known (parameter a from equation 2.19). Finally, the 

means and variances of both images are to be adjusted to equal the average of the means 

and variances. That is: 

2 a = 
(7, +0": (2.20) 

After illumination has been corrected, specific feature extraction for the correct 

detection of control points is needed. 

2.3.2.1.2 Feature extracfion. This is the second stage involved in the process of 

control point extraction. This feature extraction is needed to allow the power cepstrum, 

cross-correlation and ZNCC to detect more accurately the possible matches. The process 

is exacfiy the same as described in secfion 2.3.1.1. Unsharp masking, thresholding and 

median filtering are performed in the way explained there. However, some further steps 

are necessary. Since it is desirable that the same features appear in both images, this 

approach would try to equalize the number of pixel clusters (blood vessels) in the images. 

Once the binarized feature images are available, clusters are made by joining 

together pixels that have 8-connectivity. Then, each cluster is labeled and sorted 
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according to the number of pixels contained in it. Once sorted, a vector from each feature 

image is formed that contains the cumulative values of the sorted sizes of the clusters. A 

third vector is created from the subtraction of the accumulated values of the other two 

vectors. The objective here is to find a threshold below which all clusters contributing to 

those cumulative values are stored and the other clusters are discarded. This threshold is 

the minimum value of the subtraction vector. In Figure 2.11, the two cumulative value 

vectors for the feature images are shown. The subtraction vector is also shown below. 

The initial feature images are located on the left side of the figure. The resulting feature 

images are displayed on the right side. 
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Figure 2.11 Extracfion of similar features for the stereo pair 

Observe that for this case, the threshold was found to be thirteen (counting 

background as the biggest cluster). So, only twelve clusters have the correct size that 

contributes to a similar value between both images. Once these feature images are 
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obtained, they are superimposed on a gray-scale representation of the original images. 

This gray-scale representation is, again, the unsharped original image, which has been 

histogram-equalized and median-filtered, but no thresholding has been applied to it (the 

same procedure followed in section 2.3.1.1 for translational differences but without 

binarizafion). Superposifion of these binary images on a smoothed version of the original 

images favors correct matching using the cepstrum and ZNCC, since sharp edges are 

present while there are also regions containing neighboring pixel information. Figure 

2.12 shows the binary features, the gray-scale features, and the result of superimposing 

one (large blood vessels) over the other. To get rid of the border artifacts, the edges are 

cropped. Once these enhanced feature images are computed, finding control points is the 

next task. 
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Figure 2.12 Binary feature images superimposed on gray-scale smoothed images 

2.3.2.1.3 Finding matches. Since the objecfive is to find control points 

(corresponding points in the stereo pair), both images are first subdivided into windows 
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of a given size. This size is determined so that an integer number of windows fit exactly 

(or the most nearly possible) to the whole image. If a given window size does not make 

an integer multiple of windows to fit exactly to the image, the image is resized. Once the 

image has been subdivided, the power cepstrum and the cross-correlation techniques are 

applied in a window-wise fashion (see secfions 2.2.1 and 2.2.2). The idea is to have a set 

of points from the power cepstrum (possible displacements), and another set of points 

from cross-correlation (also showing possible shifts) and keep only the common points 

among them. This way, the resulting points are double-checked by two different 

techniques. However, from this third set of points, only a single displacement is the true 

one. To get rid of ambiguities, ZNCC is used to check each point according to section 

2.2.2. The power cepstrum technique is applied to the enhanced feature images shown in 

Figure 2.12, so a set of points results from this procedure. On the other hand, the cross-

correlafion method is applied to a pair of edge enhanced images. This enhancement is 

achieved via convolution with a kernel similar to the Sobel operator. This kernel is 

described in [26], and it is optimum in the sense that it minimizes the inconsistency 

between the discrete gradient and the confinuous gradient. Once the images have been 

filtered in both directions, cross-correlation (in the frequency domain) is applied, and a 

set of points is obtained. From these two sets, the common shifts are chosen and stored. 

ZNCC is tried at each position contained in the third set to extract the one with the 

highest possibility of being the true shift. Figure 2.13 illustrates the method for finding 

correspondences between windows, thus finding control points for the local registration 

technique, explained in next section. Note that even though the ZNCC is used to check 

the possible shifts, at the end, only vertical positions are stored since all horizontal 

misalignments should remain intact for future disparity search. 
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Figure 2.13 Control point finding procedure 

2.3.2.2 Locally weighted mean method 

This technique is well documented in [25] by Goshtasby. As explained before, 

once the correspondent control points are known, a polynomial fit can be applied between 

the two images to be registered. Solving the system of equafions 2.16 it is possible to map 

all pixels of an image into its warped version through a single polynomial for each of the 

two coordinates of the image (Jf and Y). Sometimes, it is not desirable that a control point 

on one side of the image has influence on the other side, since this may introduce high 

fluctuations in the image (if the polynomial has a high degree). Thus it is more 

appropriate to use a local approach that does not use all control points in the image, but 

only the ones affecting a region. To achieve this, a polynomial fit transformation is 
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applied to each control point in the image but only the Â -1 closest control points will 

contribute to the calculation of such transformation. Also, the incorporation of a 

weighting funcfion for each transformafion will allow points located closer to the control 

points to remain close to each other after the transformation. That is, allow any point near 

a control point to be mapped close to that control point. 

Now let us define the weighfing function in the next equation: 

Wi{R) = \-3R^+2R^ 0<R<\, 

W^{R) = 0 R>\. 
(2.21) 

For equafion 2.22, R is defined as: 

R. 

Coordinates x, and yi belong to the ith control point while x and v represent any 

other point in the image. R^ is the distance from the control point (x,, yt) to the farthest 

control point contained in the set of Â -1 nearest neighbor control points. Finally, this 

function is incorporated into the polynomial fit using the next equation: 

X W, (R)X, X ^' (ylix-x^)'+iy-y^)'/R, )X, 

N N 
f^W^iR) Y,Wi{^{x-Xi)^+{y-y,)^ IR,) 

yv N 
(2.23) 

X W^ {R)Y, X ^/ ( A / ( ^ - ^ / ) ' + ( 3 ^ - V . ) ' A « )Yi 

g(x,y)='=' -'=' N N 
f^W^iR) f^Wii^{x-xf+iy-yi)^/R,) 
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The values of X, and F, are already known for each of the control points in the 

image from the solufion of equations 2.16, taking into consideration that only the Â -1 

closest control points (to the current control point for which the transformation is being 

computed) are to be used for calculation. 
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Figure 2.14 Weighting funcfion plot 

Observe (in Figure 2.14) that since Wi(R) is smooth at all points, including the 

boundaries, the weighted sum of the polynomials is continuous and smooth at all points 

in the image. 

Figure 2.15 shows a feature enhanced ONH stereo pair on the top. The image on 

the top left represents the left view with equally spaced landmark points. The image on 

the top right shows the right view with the shifted corresponding landmark points. 

Parallel lines have been traced from image to image in order to have a visual reference 

that can illustrate how the regions within the ellipses present misalignments. These 

misalignments can be seen since the landmark points are not laying on the parallel 

reference lines. On the bottom, the already warped left image and the right image are 

shown. For these bottom images, the landmark points are equally spaced to show how 
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each landmark point corresponds to the same feature in both images since correction has 

been already applied. 
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Figure 2.15 ONH stereo pairs before (top) and after (bottom) warping 

2.3.2.3 Interpolafion methods 

Remember that only values falling on the integer grid are valid. Each brightness 

value in the input image, whose position is not on the discrete grid (coordinates of the 
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position are not integers) needs to be obtained by brightness interpolation of its 

neighboring samples. Brightness interpolation influences image quality. The simpler the 

interpolation, the greater is the loss in geometric and photometric accuracy, but the 

interpolation neighborhood is often reasonably small due to the computational load. The 

three most common interpolation methods are nearest neighbor, linear and bi-cubic. 

The brightness interpolation problem is usually expressed in a dual way by 

determining the brightness of the point in the input image (generally not having integer 

coordinates) that is mapped back by a pixel in the output image. This is done this way 

because the input image is known beforehand, but the output image (transformed image) 

is not yet known, except for the control points. 

Assume it is desired to calculate the brightness value of the pixel (X, Y) in the 

output image (pixel posifions illustrated by solid lines in Figure 2.16). The coordinates of 

the point (x,y) in the input image (usually non integer coordinates) can be obtained by 

inverting the planar transformations of/and g: 

X = f-\XJ), y = g-\XJ). (2.24) 

In general, coordinates (x,y), represented by dashed lines in Figure 2.16, do not fit 

the input image discrete raster, and the brightness is not known. The only information 

available about the originally continuous function/fxj'; is its sampled version gs{lA\, 

kAv). To get the brightness value of the point (x.vA the input image is resampled. Denote 

the result of the brightness interpolation as f„(x,y). where n distinguishes the different 

interpolation methods. Then the value of the pixel can be expressed by the convolution 

equation: 

1--00 k=-o° 
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Here, Ax and Ay are the sampling periods for the horizontal and vertical axes. The 

function /z„ is called the interpolation kernel. Usually, only a small neighborhood is used 

and outside that neighborhood h^ is considered zero. 

Nearest neighbor interpolation assigns to the point (x,y) the pixel value of the 

nearest point in the discrete raster, this is shown in Figure 2.16. The function gs(x,y) is 

represented by the dashed grid. 

n 

0.5 0.5 

0 

Discrete Input Raster 

Non-discrete Raster 

Figure 2.16 Nearest neighbor interpolation. The 1-D interpolation kernel is shown 

On the left side of Figure 2.16, the interpolation kernel h„ for the 1-D case is 

shown. The right side of the figure shows how the new brightness value is assigned. 

Nearest neighbor interpolation is given by: 

f\{x,y) = g ̂ [round{x), round (y)]. (2.26) 

The position error of this interpolation is at most half a pixel. This error is 

perceptible on objects with straight-line boundaries that may appear step-like after the 

transformation. The simple nearest neighbor computation will, therefore, introduce some 

undesirable artifacts. Another kind of interpolation method takes into account that the 

new pixel locations are generally somewhere between four neighboring pixels of the 
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input array. This method is called first order or bilinear interpolation. First order 

interpolation produces more desirable results with only a modest increase in 

computational complexity. This method assumes that the brightness function is linear in 

the four pixel neighborhood around the interpolated value. Bilinear interpolation is 

basically given by the next equation: 

/2 (X, y) = {\- a)i\ - b)g, (/, k) + ai\ - b)g, (/ + 1, ̂ ) + Z)(l - a)g, (/, ̂  + 1) + ab{l + \,k + \). ^^ ̂ ^^ 

The values of/, k, a and b are defined as: 

/ = round (x), a = x — l, 
^ (2.28) 

k = round{y), b-y-k. 

This interpolation can cause a small decrease in resolufion, and blurring due to its 

averaging nature. The problem of step-like straight boundaries with the nearest-

neighboring interpolation is reduced. Figure 2.17 shows the bilinear interpolation 

method. 
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Figure 2.17 Bilinear interpolation. The 1-D interpolafion kernel is shown 

Due to the advantages of this interpolation method, and the simplicity of the 

computation, this approach is adopted. One thing is very important to mention here. 

There is no need of finding the inverse transformation for Equations 2.23. Just assume 

that (xi,yi) belongs to the output image and that Xi and Yi in equations 2.16 are coordinates 

located in the input image. Once the coefficients aj/^ and bjk are known for each control 

point, each transformation maps an output point (x,y) to the input (X, Y). Thus, for each 

pair of control points (according to equations 2.23), the coordinate (f(x,y), g(x,y)) 

represents a position in the input image mapped by an output coordinate (x,y). In this 

way, the value of the brightness of any output point (x,y) is calculated via bilinear 

interpolafion of the calculated point (f(x,y), g(x,y)) in the input using equations 2.23. 
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2.4 Disparity search method 

Once the registration is completed, the next task consists of finding disparities 

within the stereo pair exclusively along rows. This is done following an approach based 

on the ZNCC method, described in secfion 2.2.2, (see Figure 2.6). 

This method generates a data cube containing ZNCC coefficients as elements. 

Basically, both images are subdivided into windows and for each one of those, the 

method seen in Figure 2.6 is applied. For each pair of windows (one in the reference, and 

the other in the target image) a vector of similarity coefficients is generated. The length 

of the vector corresponds to the range of pixels for which disparity has been searched. No 

sub-pixel accuracy is used in this method, so the disparity is measured in integer numbers 

of pixels. 

Having this data cube, a surface is obtained. This surface is chosen so that it has 

the maximum accumulation of coefficients along its surface, when certain conditions are 

followed. 

The matching strategy is based on a variation of the search window size. At the 

first stages, larger windows are used for matching. At later stages of the search, the size is 

reduced so the disparity range is also reduced at each level. The following sections 

explain in detail all steps of this disparity search approach. 

2.4.1 Cross-correlation coefficient volume 

This is the first step in calculating disparities in the stereo pair. The images are 

subdivided into a number of subimages (square windows) of size n by n. One image from 

the stereo pair is called the reference, and the other is the one sliding horizontally over 

the reference image (target image). The target subimage is slid a single pixel over the 

reference subimage and ZNCC is calculated between both. The coefficient is stored and 

the target subimage is slid again. Figure 2.18 shows the volume generated from the stereo 

pair. 
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Figure 2.18 3-D correlation coefficient volume 

2.4.2 Maximum surface 

Once the correlation volume has been computed, a maximum surface cutting the 

volume is generated. This surface is maximum in the sense that the summation of all 

elements along its face is the highest while some considerations are observed. First of all, 

a new array has to be built which contains the accumulated values of the maximum 

coefficient along all possible surfaces in the calculated volume slice-wise from top to 

bottom. Expressing the new array. A, in equation form: 

A{i, 7, d) - C{i, J, d) + max A{i -1, y, d -\-t) 
t\t\<p 

(2.29) 

The correlation volume is represented by C(i,j,d). The sub index / indicates the /th 

row,7 indicates the/th column and d indicates the disparity value. This recursion formula 

runs along the rows of the volume. Figure 2.19 graphically explains the computation of 

the accumulation array. 
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Figure 2.19 Obtaining accumulation array A(i,J,d). Parameter/? = 1 

After the execution of equation 2.29, A(i,j,d) contains an array with the maximum 

sum of the correlation volume along the row direction, from top to bottom. Applying a 

process called forward dynamic programming, it is possible to find the optimum path that 

maximizes the sum along all its elements. Forward dynamic programming is explained in 

[27]. By concatenating all paths together, a smooth surface is formed. 
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Figure 2.20 Shortest paths for two slices of A(i,j,d) and surface generated when paths are 
put together 
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See Figure 2.20 for a graphical representation of the shortest path and the resulting 

surface from joining all shortest paths. Observe that the current shortest path is located 

within the limits of the previous path, since/? = 1. 

2.4.3 Matching strategy 

In order to catch all disparities more accurately, the search window size needs to 

change. This allows most of the disparifies to be within the range of search of the window 

size and therefore, be detected correctly. 

The next figure (Figure 2.21) shows the disparity maps obtained at different 

window sizes from the pentagon stereo pair (natural stereo image). This image is fully 

registered and disparities are supposed to exist only along the horizontal direction. The 

parameter/? is assumed to be one for all disparity searches. Observe how different 

features appear, as different sizes of the search window are applied. Also the computation 

time increases as the number of windows that fit the image (smaller windows) increases. 
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Figure 2.21 Disparity maps obtained at different window sizes. The computation time for 
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In Figure 2.22, the pentagon reference image and its disparity map are shown 

according to the algorithm described above, ft took 24.5 seconds to compute the disparity 

map of this 256 by 256 image in an AMD Athlon at 1.5 GHz with 480 Mb in RAM 

running under windows XP. For this stereo pair, the starting window size is 32 by 32 

pixels and the stop size is two by two pixels. The parameter/? is one. 
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Figure 2.22 Reference image and its disparity map using the proposed approach 

In the case of ONH stereo images, the feature enhanced images from Figure 2.12 

are the ones used to extract disparities. Figure 2.23 shows the disparity maps for the same 

already-registered ONH stereo pair. The disparity map calculated from the feature images 

is displayed on the right side of the figure. Actually, more true disparities were caught 

with these feature images than with the original images. The disparity map for the 

original images is shown on the left side of Figure 2.23. As stated before, the disparities 

in ONH images are calculated from the feature enhanced images rather than from the 

original stereo pair. 
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Figure 2.23 Disparity maps extracted from original and enhanced feature ONH images 

2.5 Cubic B-spline interpolation 

. In order to get a continuous 3-D representation from a stereo pair of images, 

disparities must be known for each point (pixel) of one image with respect to the other. 

Since the disparity search algorithm only finds disparities for features or regions, 

disparities of all individual pixels are not known. Interpolation is used here to provide an 

esfimate of the other missing disparifies. Cubic B-spline is the interpolation technique 

applied to the sparse matrix resulting from the disparity search. 
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2.5.1 Characterisfics 

The cubic B-spline is a particulariy attractive candidate for image interpolation 

because of its properties of continuity and smoothness at the sample points (pixels). The 

interpolafion kernel for this interpolafion (in 1-D) is described as: 

Rix) = 

2 1 
— - I - — 
3 2 

X ^ - x ^ 

l6 
(2-H)-

0< X <1 , 

1< X < 2 . 
(2.30) 

Observe that equation 2.30 is continuous in its first and second derivatives at the 

sample point (x = 0): 

dRix) 

dx 

d^R{x) 

X - 2 x = 0 
x=0 

dx' 
= {3|x| - 2 = - 2 

.r=0 

0< X <1 , 

0< X <1. 

(2.31) 

2.5.2 Implementation 

It can be shown that the cubic B-spline can be modeled by three successive 

convolutions with a constant mask kernel [28]. In this case, a flat mask of size four by 

four is used. After filtering the original sparse disparity matrix three times with the mask 

described above, a smooth representation results. In Figure 2.23 (only for illustrative 

purposes), the three convolutions are shown. The actual implementation is performed in 

the frequency domain by multiplying the Fourier transform of the flat kernel mask by 

itself three times. This kernel mask is then padded with zeros to fit the size of the 

disparity map. The Fourier transform of the disparity map is taken and multiplied by the 

padded kernel. Finally, an inverse Fourier transform is taken for mapping the data back to 

the spatial domain. 
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The final stage described in Figure 1.1 is the extraction of depth, once disparities 

are known. This stage involves also knowing some camera system parameters such as 

focal length and baseline (equation 2.4). However, the most difficult problem in the 

process of surface recovery using a binocular non-convergent vision system is the 

problem of finding the disparity accurately. 
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Figure 2.24 Cubic B-spline interpolation process (4x4 mask) 

Recovering actual depth from disparities is just a matter of going through 

equation 2.5, ensuring that zero disparities are processed in a different uay so that any 
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depth does not become undefined. The parameters needed to find the real depth are 

dependent on the camera geometry used, thus making the calibration difficult and also 

dependent on the camera system. Even though in the ONH application, explicit 

computation of depth is not required, calibration should not present more difficulty (due 

to unknown parameters) than the correspondence problem. However, disparity maps can 

give an idea of the actual surface of the 3-D world objects seen. 
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CHAPTER 3 

EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

3.1 Experiments on synthetic images 

Four synthetic images have been used to test the algorithm proposed. From these 

images the ground truth disparities are known either numerically or subjectively. Only 

visual comparisons are possible when subjecfive ground truths are available. When there 

are numeric ground truths, both subjective and computed error are presented. 

3.1.1 Accuracy of the proposed approach 

In an attempt to measure the accuracy of the technique, subjective results are first 

presented. In Figure 3.1 the subjective results for the collage stereo pair are shown. 

Disparity values are color coded. Observe that since this algorithm is not dealing with 

occlusion, the bottom left part of the calculated disparity does not have valid values, since 

matching is not possible in the occluded regions. For the stereo pair in Figure 3.1, the 

starting window size was 64 by 64 pixels and the stop size was two by two. The 

parameter /? = 1. 
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Figure 3.1 Subjective results for collage stereo pair (320 by 384 pixels) 

The next pair of images is the corridor stereo pair. Figure 3.2 shows the result of 

the disparity search algorithm. The corridor presents more occlusions on the right side of 

the calculated disparity. It is important to mention a drawback of the disparity search 

algorithm related to the shortest path extraction. When there are flat regions in the image 

or low textured areas (like the mosaics on the floor or the wall located at the end of the 

corridor) the correlation coefficient returns equal values for each displacement. The array 

of accumulated values (secfion 2.4.2) also has the same values along each slice for which 

the shortest path is going to be extracted. When the algorithm searches for the shortest 

path, there will be many paths since the costs for every element are the same. Then, the 

path chosen is the one closest to the boundaries of the slice being processed. Thus the 
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disparity in these regions tends to go to the lowest possible value of disparity allowed for 

the current window size (for a current size ofn pixels, the lowest allowed disparity is 

minus n/2). For the corridor, the starting window size was 64 by 64 pixels and the stop 

size was two by two pixels. The parameter/? = 3. 
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Figure 3.2 Subjecfive results for corridor stereo pair (256 by 256 pixels) 

A stereo pair from a lamp and desk is shown next. For these images, the ground 

truth is given numerically so the extracfion of error is possible. The error is calculated 

according to next equation 
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M N 

avg. disp. error = — 
(3.1) 

MN 

The disparity maps have dimensions of M by TV pixels. Each pixel of the 

calculated map is represented by dy and each pixel of the ground truth disparity is 

represented by J,y. The positions of the pixels in the images are expressed by sub indices / 

andy. Figure 3.3 shows the lamp and desk stereo pair along with its calculated disparity. 

The starting and stop sizes of the search window for these images were 32 by 32 and two 

by two, respecfively. Parameter/? = 1. 
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Figure 3.3 Subjecfive results for lamp and desk stereo pair (224 by 320 pixels) 
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Following equafion 3.1, the average disparity error was 0.9257 pixels. Even 

though the disparity map subjectively does not appear very accurate, such an error is 

acceptable for most requirements after proper interpolation has been applied. Since this 

algorithm does not cope with occlusion, the disparity map in occluded areas is bound to 

calculate invalid values and affect the overall error calculation. This is what happens in 

the next pair of images (Figure 3.4). A lot of occlusions at the boundaries of the walls are 

present. Since disparity is searched for in reduced-size step regions at each iteration, 

occlusions can have a considerable effect on valid disparity regions. The ground truth 

available for this stereo pair only takes into account the textured regions of the walls 

(everything else is ignored). So in the calculated disparity, regions outside the walls are 

also masked out to have the same reference. The parameter/? in this case was set to six. 

The start size of the search squared window was 32 pixels and the final size was two 

pixels. 
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Figure 3.4 Subjective results for walls stereo pair (256 by 256 pixels) 

In this case the average disparity error was 1.5185 pixels. The algorithm did not 

detect the upper part of the fifth wall from left to right; this is the cause of such a large 

error in the disparity. 

In general, this approach works well for a non-occluded environment but can be 

modified to detect occlusions via double-checking. That is, obtain the disparity for a 

given pixel with the right image as reference, then calculate again the same pixel but now 

with the left image as reference. If that is a valid disparity, the value must be the same in 

both searches, if there is an occlusion, the value is different. However, this algorithm has 
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been tested mainly in ONH images, where occlusion is not a major issue and in most 

cases may be disregarded. 

3.1.2 Sensifivity of the proposed approach 

To have an idea of how susceptible this algorithm is to misregistration and noise, 

the lamp and desk stereo pair is tested. Plots of average disparity error versus rotation 

differences and added noise are presented next. 

3.1.2.1 Disparity search sensitivity to misregistration in rotational differences 

One of the images in the lamp and desk stereo pair is rotated in relation to the 

other image. The rotafion is performed from -1.5 to +1.5 degrees in steps of 0.1 degrees. 
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Figure 3.5 Global average error versus rotation 

For each step, the global average error in the disparity is calculated. Figure 3.5 

shows the plot of the global average error versus the relative rotation of the stereo pair. 

Observe that only 0.5 degrees of misregistration is enough to raise the error from one to 
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two pixels. Thus it is indeed crucial to compensate for any relative rotation within the 

stereo pair to guarantee the accuracy of the disparity map. Figure 3.6 shows the disparity 

maps obtained at different rotation angles. 
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Figure 3.6 Disparity maps for some rotafion angles 

3.1.2.2 Disparity search sensitivity to Gaussian noise 

It is also important to know how susceptible this disparity search algorithm is to 

the noise present in the images. In this case, Gaussian zero-mean noise is assumed and 

added to the lamp and desk stereo pair. The variance of the Gaussian noise changes in 

steps of 0.0005 from zero to 0.01. The resulting plot is shown in Figure 3.7 
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Figure 3.7 Global average error versus variance of added Gaussian noise 

Observe that a variance of about 0.01 raises the error from one pixel to 

approximately two pixels in the disparity map. However, at this value of variance, the 

disparity map becomes extremely noisy and no distinguishable features are present. The 

following figure (Figure 3.8) shows six different disparity maps extracted when zero-

mean Gaussian noise is added to the lamp and desk stereo pair. 
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Figure 3.8 Disparity maps for some values of Gaussian noise variance 

3.2 Experiments on clinical optic nerve head images 

This algorithm was customized to work best with ONH images, from the 

registration and feature extraction stages, to the disparity search algorithm. Development 

of a medical diagnostic system usually requires long-term evaluation and willingness of 

the physicians to accept a new technology. Retinal diseases such as diabetic retinopathy, 

age related macular degeneration (ARMD) and glaucoma are common causes of early 

visual loss and blindness. Early detection of diabetic retinopathy and glaucoma is 

particularly significant since it allows timely treatment to prevent major visual field loss 

and prolongs the effective years of usable vision. Therefore, development of precise as 

well as automated methods of clinical measures for evaluating changes in retinal features, 

such as the ONH topography in glaucoma, is essential. Because the ophthalmoscope is 

still the most widely used instrument employed by clinicians to diagnose retinal diseases, 

the diagnostic information from its use and the interpretation of retinal images from 

funduscopes are dependent on the expertise of the clinician. The major limitation to 

precise evaluation of early retinopathy in the present clinical situations still remains the 
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inability of the human vision system to detect subtle changes and make precise estimates 

of size, shape, and color of pathological features. 

Eariy diagnosis of glaucoma is based on observations of experienced clinical 

observers and manual drawing of the contours of the ONH, and thus the procedure 

required is tedious and fime-consuming, and most of all prone to variations in their 

interpretation that may mask subtle changes due to the disease progression. The present 

work focuses on developing an automated computerized technique for 3-D measures of 

the cup/disc ratios of the ONH from stereoscopic pairs of fundus images based on 

advanced image analysis techniques involving 3-D surface recovery from stereo disparity 

and registration using Fourier methods and other techniques already described. The 

computer generated measures are compared with manual measures used by the 

ophthalmologists for a test data set (from the University of Iowa) of longitudinal stereo 

fundus images of glaucoma patients spanning over eighteen years to determine the 

validity of computer generated 2-D and 3-D cup/disc measures in monitoring progression 

of glaucoma. 

3.2.1 Data set from the University of Iowa 

This data set was provided by Dr. Kwon from the University of Iowa and it 

consists of 48 stereo pairs of ONH images of longitudinal studies for twelve patients 

spanning from one to eighteen years. Some patients have six studies, other patients have 

only two. Besides the data set, manual segmentation of cup and disc performed by 

ophthalmologists is available in each case of these 48 pairs. 

3.2.2 Cup-to-disc measures 

Cup-to-disc measures are used by ophthalmologists to determine the 

topographical status of the ONH. There are many ways to measure the cup-to-disc ratios. 

Any of these ratios requires a previously segmented cup and disc. Only then can 

maximum length, area or volume cup-to-disc ratios be calculated. That is why some 

segmentation approach needs to be applied to these images first. The semi-automatic 

segmentation method developed for the cup and disc consists of manually looking for the 
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iso-disparity contours (from the automatically generated smoothed disparity map) that 

best enclose the cup and disc. In this context, the best contour is the one that has 

measures that follow the same trends as the measures from the ophthalmologist's manual 

segmentation. Initial results were evaluated by our semi-automatic segmentation of the 

cup and disc using the interpolated version of the disparity maps found in the previous 

stages. 

; « ,).i: .ft<: ^.i: t • fr) 
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Figure 3.9 Manual (clinical) and semi-automatic segmentations (comp. generated) for 
two stereo pairs from the same patient (patient one). The original images are shown on 
the left. On the right the smoothed disparity maps segmented by the iso-contour curves 
are illustrated. A) and B) are from stereo pairs taken in 1989 while C) and D) represent 

the same taken in 1999 
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In Figure 3.9, both segmentations (clinical and semi-automafic) are shown for the 

same patient diagnosed with glaucoma. The stereo pairs were taken in 1989 and 1999. 

Notice that the contours are not exactly the same but they have similar shapes. Prior to 

developing a fully automated algorithm for cup/disc contours, statistical validity tests 

such as correlation coefficients between clinical and automated measures generated from 

our algorithm with a large sample of stereo pairs evaluated by several ophthalmologists 

need to be performed. Segmented cup and disc (both computer-generated and 

ophthalmologist segmentation) are used to obtain volume measures from the 3-D ONH 

final representation. The final representation of the topography of the ONH is obtained 

once the stereo pair has gone through the registration process, the disparity search process 

and interpolation with cubic B-splines. 

ONH 3D Visualization 
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Figure 3.10 Cup and disc volume representation 
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The cup volume is that contained in the portion of the cup within the depth 

representafion. The disc volume is obtained in the same manner. The cup (or disc) 

volume is found simply by accumulating the intensity values on the depth map enclosed 

in the segmented cup (or disc), (see figure 3.10). If more precision is needed, sub-pixel 

interpolation can be performed, thus increasing the number of intensity values to be 

accumulated within the disc or cup segmentafion. By dividing the cup volume by the disc 

volume, the cup-to-disc volume ratio is computed. 

The cup (or disc) area is calculated by counting the number of pixels contained 

within the cup (or disc) regions. Then calculation of cup-to-disc area ratios is just a 

matter of dividing the cup area by the disc area. 

Maximum length measures are calculated by filling the segmented regions with 

row pixel vectors and column pixel vectors. Then, the maximum vector length of the row 

vectors is the maximum horizontal length and the maximum length of the columns 

vectors is the maximum vertical length. From here, maximum cup-to-disc horizontal and 

vertical ratios can be obtained. 

Figure 3.11 and Figure 3.12 show the ophthalmologist's segmentation and the 

semi-automatic segmentation proposed for patients four and five. 
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Figure 3.11 Manual (clinical) and semi-automatic segmentations (comp. generated) for 
two stereo pairs from the same patient (patient five). The original images are shown on 
the left. On the right the smoothed disparity maps segmented by the iso-contour curves 

are illustrated. The images at the top are from stereo pairs taken in 1973 while the ones at 
the bottom are from the same taken in 1988 
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Figure 3.12 Manual (clinical) and semi-automatic segmentations (comp. generated) for 
two stereo pairs from the same patient (patient six). The original images are shown on the 

left. On the right the smoothed disparity maps segmented by the iso-contour curves are 
illustrated. The images at the top are from the stereo pairs taken in 1979 while the ones at 

the bottom are from the same taken in 1997 
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3.2.3 Correlation trends 

The goal here is to show good correlation between the cup-to-disc ratios (manual 

segmentation) from the ophthalmologists and the cup-to-disc ratios (the semi-automatic 

segmentation proposed) generated by the computer. The correlation coefficient (ZNCC) 

is used again to check for similarity among all the years of study of each of the available 

cases. Four types of cup-to-disc rafios are considered: maximum vertical cup-to-disc 

ratio, maximum horizontal cup-to-disc ratio, area cup-to-disc ratio and volume cup-to-

disc rafio. As an example, patient one (the one used in Figure 3.9) is used for the above 

measures. Table 3.1 shows the simple measures extracted from the manual 

ophthalmologist's segmentation (measures from ophthalmologists). For Table 3.2, the 

same simple measures are extracted but from the proposed semi-automatic segmentation 

approach (computer generated). 

Table 3.1 Measures based on ophthalmologist's manual segmentation (MO) 

Data 
From 

Patient 1 
1989 

Patient 1 
1993 

Patient 1 
1996 

Patient 
1 100Q 

Vertical 
cup 

length 

196 

198 

211 

198 

Vertical 
disc 

length 

280 

270 

281 

264 

Horiz. 
cup 

length 

185 

176 

197 

188 

Horiz. 
disc 

length 

261 

248 

255 

240 

Cup 
area 

27009 

25959 

32866 

29002 

Disc 
area 

56250 

52981 

55911 

49757 

Cup 
volume 

234305 

263573 

291897 

192314 

Disc 
volume 

312619 

351062 

350259 

206171 

Finally, Table 3.3 shows the cup-to-disc ratios of both segmentations MO 

(measures from ophthalmologists) and CG (computer-generated). 
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Table 3.2 Measures based on the computer-generated segmentation (CG) 

Data 
From 

Patient 1 
1989 

Patient 1 
1993 

Patient 1 
1996 

Patient 
1 

Vertical 
cup 

length 

198 

209 

223 

226 

Vertical 
disc 

length 

243 

251 

242 

244 

Horiz. 
cup 

length 

153 

185 

180 

176 

Horiz. 
disc 

length 

194 

247 

200 

197 

Cup 
area 

22792 

30032 

32110 

31001 

Disc 
area 

34779 

46515 

39087 

38174 

Cup 
volume 

218818 

2904001 

298944 

203727 

Disc 
volume 

283568 

345188 

331957 

215083 

For each patient, these three tables must be constructed. Once the cup-to-disc 

ratios measures are available, the correlation coefficient is computed and a plot is drawn 

for each ratio. The measures from Table 3.3 are plotted in Figure 3.13. The 

ophthalmologist's trend is given by the dots, whereas the computer generated ratios are 

displayed with crosses. Observe how the trend of the ophthalmologist's ratios is followed 

by the trend of the computer generated ratios. Figure 3.13 A) shows the trend of the area 

cup-to-disc rafios from the stereo pairs taken for 1989, 1993, 1996, and 1999. Figure 3.13 

B) illustrates the cup-to-disc volume trends. Figures 3.13 C) and D) are the maximum 

horizontal and vertical cup-to-disc ratios trend plots. 
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Table 3.3 2-D and 3-D cup-to-disc ratios by computer-generated (CG) and manual 
segmentations (MO) 

Data File 
(patient 

number-year 
of study) 

Patient 1 
1989 

Patient 1 
1993 

Patient 1 
1996 

Patient 1 
1999 

Correlation 
coeftlcient 

between 
MO and 

CG 

Cup to disc 
vertical 

length ratio 
(CG) 

0.81 

0.83 

0.92 

0.93 

Cup to disc 
vertical 

length ratio 
(MO) 

0.7 

0.73 

0.75 

0.75 

0.91 

Cup to 
disc 

horizontal 
length 
ratio 
(CG) 

0.79 

0.75 

0.90 

0.89 

Cup to 
disc 

horizontal 
length 
ratio 
(MO) 

0.71 

0.71 

0.77 

0.78 

0.96 

Cup to 
disc area 

ratio 
(CG) 

0.66 

0.65 

0.82 

0.81 

Cup to 
disc area 

ratio 
(MO) 

0.48 

0.49 

0.59 

0.58 

0.99 

Cup to 
disc 

volume 
ratio 
(CG) 

0.77 

0.84 

0.9 

0.95 

Cup to 
disc 

volume 
ratio 
(MO) 

0.75 

0.75 

0.83 

0.93 

0.91 

(MO)=Measures from Ophthalmologist (CG)=Computer Generated 

The study of six more cases allows plotting results in Figure 3.14. The crosses 

represent the ophthalmologist's measures and the dots represent the computer generated 

measures. The first column (from left to right) represents the maximum vertical length 

cup-to-disc ratios. The second column represents the maximum horizontal length cup-to-

disc ratios. The third and fourth columns show the area and volume cup-to-disc ratios, 

respecfively. Each row of the figure represents a single patient. First row is patient one, 

second row is patient two and so on. Observe that the trends of the ophthalmologist's 

studies correlate well in general with the approach suggested in this work. 

Even though the approach proposed has been shown to have potential as an 

innovative semi-automated measure for monitoring glaucoma, more studies and 

improvements are necessary at this point to ensure good accuracy, repeatability and 

sensifivity in general. 
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Figure 3.13 Four cup-to-disc rafios are plotted for patient one 
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CHAPTER 4 

CONCLUSIONS 

A technique for registration and disparity extraction for stereo-pair images has 

been shown. The registration algorithm has been customized in order to work better on 

ONH images. However, with some small modifications it can be used on a multitude of 

different images. The disparity extracfion algorithm is based on the ZNCC similarity 

measure but any other measure can be substituted and tested. Even though the shortest 

path technique is a good approach for disparity extraction in the ONH images, it can be 

further improved to cope with occlusions by analyzing the correlation volume extracted. 

The potenfiality of the approach suggested to extract a quantitative measure of the 

ONH topography correlates well with the measures already in use by ophthalmologists. 

However, the manual procedure used by the ophthalmologists to obtain the clinical 

measures is extremely time consuming and prone to inter and intra-subject variability. 

The quantitative and semi-automated measures developed in this thesis suggest 

innovative and potential improvements in clinical measures in monitoring progression of 

glaucoma. 

Despite the impressive results shown in this thesis, more studies must be 

conducted on the disparity technique used. One option available is to apply the work 

proposed by Zitnick and Kanade [9], which uses an iterative algorithm for stereo 

matching and occlusion detection that seems to be a good approach to extract disparity 

from the ONH. 

The methodology developed in this thesis for pyramidal stereo matching and 

optimal surface recovery can be applied to any stereo pairs and can be improved further 

for 3-D surface recovery of objects in natural scenes. 
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